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Real Data Drives the 
Right Decisions
Creating Success from 
Day One

Bernie LeCocq
Owner, River North Gym
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Growing Pains
The key to River North Gym’s success has always centered around creating
and reinforcing a strong brand and member experience. Staff was 
hamstrung by RNG’s current club management software provider, 
spending long hours dealing with unnecessary complexity and
limited functionality.

The thrill of expansion was
accompanied by compounded 
hassles in day-to-day 
processes and billing. As a 
result, valuable time necessary 
to train and develop staff was 
being compromised. With a 
history of growth and an eye 
on the future, Bernie sought 
out a capable partner that 
complemented River North 
Gym’s unique needs. 

“I’m very happy with my

decision to go with ABC.

I look to the future of

growing my business as

ABC grows as well.”

Introduction
River North Gym is a corporate facility with two locations, serving members in a high-density urban setting

that offers residents and professionals competitive offerings. Bernie LeCocq owns the brand, effectively 

translating nearly 30 years of personal training and corporate fitness into a successful concept. Recently, 

the business expanded beyond the original 23,000 square foot location with a brand-new 27,000 square 

foot facility.



Tech Should Accelerate Clubs
A new approach was in River North Gym’s best interest,
but Bernie knew from experience that change might 
not make an easy thing to execute well. When RNG 
selected ABC after a significant evaluation, memories 
of prior difficult transitions were top of mind. Difficulty in 
securing member data and convoluted steps to transition 
are enough to make any owner or operator think twice 
about committing to a new provider. ABC’s decades of 
experience, hands-on assistance, and ability to configure 
the process to meet the needs of RNG soon put these 
fears to bed.

The job wasn’t done when ABC finished onboarding the
RNG team and migrating data ahead of the go-live date. 
ABC’s leading revenue-cycle management capabilities, 
including 24x7x365 member support, allowed staff to 
spend more time interacting with members rather than 
following up on billing questions. 

Supporting Decisions With Data
Beyond process and efficiency, moving to ABC allowed
Bernie and the team to access a wealth of information 
with ease. Front desk staff are delivered instant alerts and
reminders at the moment a member scans in. Rather than 
spending an inordinate amount of time creating inconsistent 
reports, actionable insights are now delivered to the 
team by role, resulting in immediate time savings and 
integrity in the numbers.

Daily reports drive day-to-day decisions, and quality data
enables RNG to stay competitive. For example,
River North Gym takes a critical lens to instructor and group 
exercise metrics on a quarterly basis to help determine 
which classes to offer, when to adjust staffing, and much 
more. This wouldn’t be possible without the support 
provided by ABC.

Hear more about River North Gym’s
experience with ABC.

800-551-9733
info@abcfinancial.com
abcfinancial.com

“For my members and my employees, 

one of the things I’m always looking for 

is we want them to be happy, we want 

them to be healthy and we want them 

to maybe be better.”

“They spent the time and energy with

us. I never felt like I was lost and like

it wasn’t going to be successful.”

DELIVER A BETTER
MEMBER EXPERIENCE
WITH ABC.

Partner Integration
Like any business, River North Gym’s needs are diverse.
Integrating their club management software with ABC’s 
API partners allowed the team to efficiently run their 
business without the challenge of managing different 
technologies in silos. From facilitating advanced new 
member promotions and marketing to driving enhanced 
member engagement, Bernie was able to empower his 
team to become a sales and retention machine. RNG 
even uses integrations to manage customer health and 
understand member sentiment, quantifying the member 
experience and complementing utilization data to drive 
effective decision-making.

https://youtu.be/KiEp-fXNldE

